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ABSTRACT
The SAS® language knows but a single numeric data type, with a maximum length of 8 bytes. This imposes a limit on
the maximum precision that a number can have in SAS. Sometimes, more precision is needed to correctly store and
handle very large or very tiny numbers, in which case you typically need to resort to seriously arcane coding. In this
paper we propose to take some of the tedium out of this, by using the Java arbitrary-precision libraries and calling
these via the Data Step Component Interface for Java Objects.

INTRODUCTION
We first discovered that the 8-byte limit for SAS number storage caused problems for data precision when a SAS
customer decided to move some of their Oracle data into SAS data sets. Comparing financial reports run against the
original data in Oracle with the same reports derived from the SAS data sets, showed differences for numbers
comprising more than 16 significant digits. This was caused by the fact that the Oracle data were stored as 16-byte
numbers (approximately), which allows for about 38 significant digits. This is a lot more than the 15-16 significant
digits which is the best you get from using 8-byte SAS numbers. More information about numerical precision and SAS
can be found in the SAS Technical Support Notes 230 and 654.
For the customer this discrepancy seriously affected the reliability of the SAS-based reports, and we set out to find a
solution. The solution to this problem is to use arbitrary-precision arithmetic. According to Wikipedia (as of January
2008): “On a computer, arbitrary-precision arithmetic, also called bignum arithmetic, is a technique that allows
computer programs to perform calculations on integers or rational numbers (including floating-point numbers) with an
arbitrary number of digits of precision, typically limited only by the available memory of the host system.”
This is easier said than done. We ended up tackling the problem by means of Java, but in the present paper we first
discuss three other options which we considered briefly: writing SAS code to program arbitrary-precision algorithms
as documented in numerical analysis literature; letting the database system do the number crunching; letting Perl do
the number crunching. Following this preliminary exploration of alternatives, we describe the usage of the Java
BigDecimal Object in the DATA step to achieve arbitrary-precision in SAS. Finally, we offer conclusions and
suggestions for future work in this area.

OPTION 1: PROGRAMMING ARBITRARY-PRECISION ALGORITHMS IN SAS
For the basic arithmetical operations — addition, subtraction, multiplication, division — various arbitrary precision
algorithms have been published in the literature. The area of multiplication in particular has attracted a lot of interest,
and mathematicians keep coming up with algorithms of ever lower complexity, and hence better performance. Knuth
(1997) reserves a significant part of the second volume in his Art of Computer Programming to such algorithms, and
discusses e.g. the distribution of floating point numbers, the classical arbitrary precision algorithms (the so-called
schoolbook algorithms), and the various advanced multiplication algorithms.
Any given algorithm has a certain complexity, which is essentially a measure for how long it takes to make a
computation according to the algorithm in question. A Schoolbook Addition e.g. has a complexity which increases in a
linear fashion with the number of digits n that the added terms consist of. This is usually expressed with the Big O
notation: Schoolbook Addition has O(n) complexity. Another algorithm with order O(n) complexity is e.g. a sequential
look-up in an unsorted table.
The Schoolbook Multiplication algorithm has O(n2) complexity, meaning that the amount of time needed to multiply
two numbers of n digits scales quadratically with n. This is bad news because for large (i.e. asymptotic) values of n
the computation time basically explodes. Another algorithm of O(n2) complexity is e.g. the discrete Fourier transform
as often used in factoring large integers for primality testing.
Much effort has gone into the development of multiplication algorithms with a complexity behaving better than O(n2).
The Toom-Cook multiplication algorithm e.g. has a complexity of only O(n1.465), which is better than O(n2). Better still,
the Schönhage-Strassen Multiplication (Schönhage & Strassen, 1971) has a complexity of O(n (log n) (log log n)).
And recently, Fürer (2007) devised a multiplication algorithm of an even lower complexity: O(n log n 2log* n).
So the good news is that decent algorithms for implementing arbitrary precision arithmetic do exist. The bad news is
that these algorithms are not readily available in SAS. And the ugly news is that although it is possible to implement a
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Schönhage-Strassen or a Fürer algorithm in SAS, it’s going to be a very non-trivial exercise. We therefore preferred
to investigate other options.

OPTION 2: LET THE DATABASE SYSTEM DO THE NUMBER CRUNCHING
Using Oracle (or in general: the original RDBMS) as a calculator seemed to be a viable option. Whenever an
arbitrary-precision operation needs to be performed, we could conceivably upload the involved data to the RDBMS as
a table comprising variables for the numbers to be processed. Or alternatively, two tables with ID columns which can
then be joined.
By using PROC SQL Passthrough in combination with a SAS/ACCESS module — in our case SAS/ACCESS to
Oracle — the mathematical capabilities and precision of the RDBMS become effectively accessible within SAS code.
Consider the following 2-table example: if you want to calculate the total revenue for very large quantities of products
having very small prices, then there is a fair chance that your results are rounded by SAS because the number of
significant digits is insufficient to perform the calculation exactly.
Suppose a table SALES contains the number of items sold for a range of products:
sales_id
-------1
2
3

product_id
---------1
2
3

items_sold
---------------123,456,789,012
12,345,678,901
999,888,777,666

Another table, PRICES, contains the product prices:
product_id
---------1
2
3

product_price
---------------0.0000123456789
123456.00001991
23.456789012345

Calculating the revenue by means of a DATA step produces results which do not meet the required precision. A more
extreme example of this effect is shown in the final section of this paper. However, by using the PROC SQL
Passthrough facility, it is possible to create a REVENUE table in the RDBMS where the numerical precision is
sufficient to generate correct results:
proc sql;
connect to my_rdbms as my_database (user=donkey password=secret);
execute (insert into revenue (revenue_id, revenue)
select sales.sales_id
,
sales.items_sold * prices.product_price
from
sales
,
prices
where sales.product_id = prices.product_id
) by my_database;
disconnect my_database;
quit;
We did some testing and this worked like a charm. Results were correct, and to boot the performance was similar to
what the customer was used to. The customer however did not like the idea of creating two tables in the database
every single time some arithmetic needed to be done. So we abandoned the idea and turned to yet another option.

OPTION 3: LET PERL DO THE NUMBER CRUNCHING
There are a number of software packages around which already offer arbitrary-precision arithmetic, so the next
course of investigation was to look for one such package that easily interfaces with SAS. We first considered Perl, a
dynamic programming language created by Larry Wall and first released in 1987.
Perl comes with a large number of modules for almost any purpose imaginable. Unsurprisingly, among those there
are many modules implementing arbitrary-precision arithmetic: Math::BigFloat, Math::BigInt, Math::BigRat, etc. And
no, that’s ‘rat’ as in ‘rational numbers’.
This approach looked promising to us at first. A disadvantage which we hit upon fairly quickly however, is the poor
integration of SAS and Perl. The only way to access the Math::BigFloat module from SAS seems to be by writing a
txt-file, processing it outside SAS via a system command to call a Perl script, and finally reading the results-file back
into SAS. All in all a somewhat laborious and inelegant procedure.
For our customer’s reporting needs, going down this route would have represented quite a lot of work. Especially
when considering the number of steps in the reporting process where arbitrary-precision arithmetic must be invoked.
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Doing this the right way might even involve writing a lot of process control code merely to ensure elementary
manageability of a system that relies on executing a Perl-script for each and every addition or multiplication in a
sizeable stack of SAS code.
This aspect, combined with the following additional considerations led us to abandon the Perl-route:
1.

Getting the Perl software working on a standalone computer is not very hard, but the customer’s rigid IT
change management processes meant that installing Perl on a production server would take months.

2.

Very explicit Perl knowledge is required, and ours is rusty at best.

USING THE JAVA BIGDECIMAL OBJECT IN THE DATA STEP
Another language which already has arbitrary-precision libraries (e.g. the BigDecimal class) is Java. And Java
Objects can be called from within the DATA step by means of the Data Step Component Interface (DSCI) for Java
Objects. The DSCI has been available as an experimental feature in the DATA step since SAS 9.0. SAS Note 30894
states that it will be production as of SAS 9.2.
In this section we first show how to prepare your SAS environment to use the DSCI for Java. Then we introduce a
new Java class BigDecimalToSas incorporating the java.math.BigDecimal class. After compiling our
BigDecimalToSas class, we show an example of a DATA step calculation with and without the Java arbitraryprecision functionality.
SETTING UP THE SAS ENVIRONMENT FOR JAVA

You might have installed Java already. It is often included in the SAS installation. You can check this by running
PROC JAVAINFO:
proc javainfo;
run;
The SAS log should show something like this:
2
3

proc javainfo;
run;

java.version = 1.4.2_09
java.vm.version = 1.4.2_09-b05
java.home = C:\PROGRA~1\SAS\SHARED~1\JRE\1499C1~1.2_0
java.class.path = C:\Program Files\SAS\SAS 9.1\core\sasmisc\sas.launcher.jar
java.ext.dirs = C:\PROGRA~1\SAS\SHARED~1\JRE\1499C1~1.2_0\lib\ext
java.security.policy = C:\Program Files\SAS\SAS 9.1\core\sasmisc\sas.policy
javaplugin.version = <no value>
sas.jre = private
PFS_TEMPLATE = C:\Program Files\SAS\SAS 9.1\core\sasmisc\qrpfstpt.xml
java.vendor = Sun Microsystems Inc.
java.vendor.url = http://java.sun.com/
java.vm.specification.version = 1.0
java.vm.specification.vendor = Sun Microsystems Inc.
java.vm.specification.name = Java Virtual Machine Specification
java.vm.vendor = Sun Microsystems Inc.
java.vm.name = Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM
java.specification.version = 1.4
java.specification.vendor = Sun Microsystems Inc.
java.specification.name = Java Platform API Specification
java.class.version = 48.0
os.name = Windows XP
os.arch = x86
os.version = 5.1
file.separator = \
path.separator = ;
line.separator =
user.name = Patrick
user.home = C:\Documents and Settings\Patrick
user.dir = C:\Documents and Settings\Patrick
NOTE: PROCEDURE JAVAINFO used (Total process time):
real time
0.35 seconds
cpu time
0.01 seconds
PROC JAVAINFO describes the properties of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) which is used by SAS and the
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DSCI. You can check the Java version, classpath settings, etc. However, since we’re going to compile a Java class,
having the only the JRE is not enough. We also need a Java Software Development Kit (SDK), preferably the same
version as the JRE.
The Java SDK is freely available from http://java.sun.com. Note that the SDK installers also contain the JRE, so if you
didn’t have the latter, just installing the SDK will suffice. If you are unsure whether you have an SDK already, search
for the program “javac.exe”. After installing the Java SDK, make sure that the directory path where javac.exe resides
is added to the Windows system variable “Path”.
CREATING A BIGDECIMALTOSAS JAVA CLASS

The Java library contains the java.math.BigDecimal class which is an implementation of arbitrary-precision arithmetic.
The class BigDecimal itself is pretty versatile. It can do the basic mathematical operations like addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, but there is a lot more to it. As a matter of fact, it provides pretty much all the tools you
need to build your own Java calculator.
To prove the concept for our customer we only used the add, subtract, multiply and divide methods, as well as all
eight rounding mode types for the divide method.
To simplify the use of the Java methods via the DSCI, we created a wrapper class BigDecimalToSas based on the
standard BigDecimal class. BigDecimalToSas accepts strings and numerics as parameters. Its methods are
described below:
Method name

Description

BigDecimalToSas(double set_scale)

Used to create an instance of the class (object).

getScale()

Returns the scale of this BigDecimal. The scale is the number of
digits to the right of the decimal point.

add(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the addition of the values s1 and s2. The
parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string.

divide(String s1, String s2,
double rm)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string. The parameter rm is used to determine the rounding mode.
There are eight rounding mode values, 0–7. E.g. rm=2 corresponds
to the ROUND_CEILING rounding mode, which rounds towards
positive infinity. For a complete overview of all rounding modes, see
the Sun Java BigDecimal Class description.

divide1(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string. The rounding mode ROUND_DOWN is used.

divide2(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string. The rounding mode ROUND_CEILING is used.

divide3(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string. The rounding mode ROUND_FLOOR is used.

divide4(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string. The rounding mode ROUND_ HALF_UP is used.

divide5(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string. The rounding mode ROUND_ HALF_DOWN is used.

divide6(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
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string. The rounding mode ROUND_ HALF_EVEN is used.
divide7(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the division of the values s1 and s2 (s1/s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string. The rounding mode ROUND_ UNNECESSARY is used.

subtract(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the subtraction of the values s1 and s2 (s1-s2).
The parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string.

multiply(String s1, String s2)

Returns the result of the multiplication of the values s1 and s2. The
parameters s1 and s2 should contain the numerical values as a
string.

The following is the Java source code which we wrote to define the BigDecimalToSas class:
import java.math.BigDecimal;
public class BigDecimalToSas
// This object is used as a layer between SAS and Java object BigDecimal.
// The purpose of this object is to use the arbitrary-precision capabilities
// of Java in the SAS DATA step.
// More info @ http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/java/math/BigDecimal.html
{
public int scale;
public BigDecimalToSas(double set_scale) {
// The scale is used for the divide method.
scale = (int)set_scale;
}
public BigDecimalToSas() {
scale = 25;
}
public int getScale() {
return scale;
}
public String add(String s1, String s2) {
BigDecimal result_bd, bd1, bd2;
bd1
= new BigDecimal(s1);
bd2
= new BigDecimal(s2);
result_bd = bd1.add(bd2);
return result_bd.toString();
}
public String divide(String s1, String s2, double rm) {
BigDecimal result_bd, bd1, bd2;
bd1
= new BigDecimal(s1);
bd2
= new BigDecimal(s2);
result_bd = bd1.divide(bd2, scale, (int)rm);
return result_bd.toString();
}
public String divide(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 0);
}
public String divide1(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 1);
}
public String divide2(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 2);
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}
public String divide3(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 3);
}
public String divide4(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 4);
}
public String divide5(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 5);
}
public String divide6(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 6);
}
public String divide7(String s1, String s2) {
return divide(s1, s2, 7);
}
public String subtract(String s1, String s2) {
BigDecimal result_bd, bd1, bd2;
bd1
= new BigDecimal(s1);
bd2
= new BigDecimal(s2);
result_bd = bd1.subtract(bd2);
return result_bd.toString();
}
public String multiply(String s1, String s2) {
BigDecimal result_bd, bd1, bd2;
bd1
= new BigDecimal(s1);
bd2
= new BigDecimal(s2);
result_bd = bd1.multiply(bd2);
return result_bd.toString();
}
}
We included only certain basic operations here, but other operators and functions offered by java.math.BigDecimal
may be added to this wrapper class in a rather straightforward manner.
COMPILING THE BIGDECIMALTOSAS CLASS

The next step is to compile the Java code. We save the above Java source code as
“c:\ludicrous\BigDecimalToSas.java”. Note that the filename should be the same as the name of the class. After
opening a command prompt and navigating to the directory c:\ludicrous, executing the command
javac BigDecimalToSas.java
compiles the source code into a file named “BigDecimalToSas.class”. The executable javac.exe is the Java compiler
installed with the Java SDK.
What remains to be done is to add the directory path where our brand-new Java class lives to the SAS System’s Java
application class-path, otherwise SAS won’t be able to find it. One way to do this is by editing your SAS configuration
file, locating the JREOPTIONS, and add the path to –Dsas.app.class.path, e.g.:
-JREOPTIONS=(
-Dsas.jre.home=C:\PROGRA~1\SAS\SHARED~1\JRE\1499C1~1.2_0
-Djava.security.policy=!SASROOT\core\sasmisc\sas.policy
-Dsas.app.class.dirs=!SASROOT\core\sasmisc;C:\PROGRA~1\SAS\SHARED~1\applets\9.1
-Dsas.jre=private
-Dsas.ext.config=!SASROOT\core\sasmisc\sas.java.ext.config
-DPFS_TEMPLATE=!SASROOT\core\sasmisc\qrpfstpt.xml
-Djava.class.path=!SASROOT\core\sasmisc\sas.launcher.jar
-Djava.system.class.loader=com.sas.app.AppClassLoader
-Dsas.app.class.path=d:\woof\classes;c:\ludicr~1
)
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USING THE DSCI FOR JAVA OBJECTS

Now we are ready to put this to the test. First however, note that to interface with a Java object in a DATA step we
can use only the two data-types available in SAS. Since we started all this work because the standard 8-byte
numerical variable was insufficient, we need to use character strings to contain the values which we’re going to
exchange with Java via the DSCI. For the purpose of this paper, we will create a data set containing some very large
numbers stored in character variables. At the customer site the numbers were coming from the RDBMS by means of
a database view representing numbers as strings, or via PROC SQL Passthrough, e.g.
proc sql;
connect to my_relational_database as my_database (user=donkey password=secret);
create table work.example_nums_in_str as
select sales_str
,
prices_str
from connection to my_relational_database
(select tocharacter(sales) as sales_str
,
tocharacter (price) as price_str
from sales);
disconnect my_database;
quit;
The abovementioned conversion function TOCHARACTER() is a placeholder to be replaced by the specific database
function to convert numbers into character strings. These functions are different from one RDBMS to another.
To simulate big numbers coming in from some RDBMS the following DATA step generates a data set of random
numbers of 32 significant digits stored in 200-byte character variables.
data bignumbers_as_char;
keep bignumber:;
array bignumbers $200 bignumber1-bignumber2;
scale = 32;
number_of_records = 100;
do j= 1 to number_of_records;
do over bignumbers;
set_decimalpoint = 0;
/* Initialize bignumber and randomly choose a sign. */
if 2*ranuni(0) gt 1 then bignumbers = "-";
else bignumbers = "";
do i = 1 to scale;
/* Fill bignumber with random digits and one decimal point. */
if scale*ranuni(0) gt 2 or set_decimalpoint eq 1 then do;
bignumbers = cats(bignumbers, put(int(10*ranuni(0)), 1.));
end;
else do;
set_decimalpoint = 1;
bignumbers = cats(bignumbers,'.', put(int(10*ranuni(0)), 1.));
end;
end;
end;
output;
end;
run;
The first few records of the data set bignumbers_as_char look like this:
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Then we can use the DSCI for Java objects by calling the methods from our BigDecimalToSas class. The data step
below performs an arbitrary-precision addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication for each pair of big number
strings in the bignumbers_as_char data set:
data ap_computations;
set bignumbers_as_char;
drop i;
if _n_ eq 1 then do;
declare JavaObj bd1 ('BigDecimalToSas', 55);
end;
length result $200 method $8;
array methods(4) $ _temporary_ ("add" "subtract" "divide" "multiply");
do i = 1 to dim(methods);
method = methods(i);
result='';
bd1.callStringMethod(strip(method), strip(bignumber1), strip(bignumber2),
result);
length_result = length(strip(result));
output;
end;
run;
For more information about the DSCI for Java syntax used in the above, we refer to DeVenezia (2005) where all of
this is explained in the most illuminating fashion. The first few records of the output data set ap_computations are as
follows:

Observe the variable length (in terms of number of digits) of the result. As many digits are used as is necessary to
perform the operation with full precision, which is exactly what our customer wanted to achieve. If we would use plain
old SAS 8-byte arithmetic, the differences are plain to see:
data sas_computations(drop = method length_result);
set ap_computations;
length num1 num2 sas_result 8;
format num1 num2 sas_result best32.;
num1 = input(bignumber1, best32.);
num2 = input(bignumber2, best32.);
select (method);
when ('add')
sas_result = num1+num2;
when ('subtract') sas_result = num1-num2;
when ('divide')
sas_result = num1/num2;
when ('multiply') sas_result = num1*num2;
otherwise;
end;
run;
Looking at the output data set sas_computations and comparing the values with those in the ap_computations data
set, it is apparent that SAS is unable to store the big numbers at full precision and rounds them off so that any
subsequent computations on these numbers will also deviate to some degree from the real result:
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The arbitrary-precision achieved by using the DSCI for Java comes at a cost of course; there’s no such thing as a free
lunch… On a 100,000 record test data set we observed an eightfold increase in processing time when using the DSCI
method as compared to the less accurate simple SAS method. Yet, it has to be borne in mind that this was merely a
simple test-run on a UNIX platform with the big numbers residing in SAS data sets akin to the above example. It
would be interesting to measure the performance against a database but we leave that as an exercise to the reader.

CONCLUSION
Using the Data Step Component Interface for Java Objects in conjunction with a custom Java class provides a
relatively simple means to achieve arbitrary-precision arithmetic in SAS. The performance cost of this mechanism
remains to be rigorously determined though. The main advantage of using this method over the others which we
examined is that it is nicely integrated in the SAS DATA step and requires very little additional coding. The method’s
main limitation is of course that it works only within the confines of the DATA step, and all the PROCs which
significantly add to the power of the SAS language are still off-limits for arbitrary-precision computation.
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